Frequently Asked Questions
What is HTFT play?
HTFT play is our latest innovation for CIMA studiers.
HTFT play has been built so that individuals can get instant access to high quality content and resources.
HTFT play is focused at helping individuals catch up on their studies through streaming topic recordings and
test their exam readiness with our computer-based Proficiency practice assessments.
We wanted HTFT play to offer all of the resources on one platform – removing the need to navigate to
different portals.
What is included in the Boxsets?
The Boxsets (for the CIMA OT exams) provide individuals with the following:
▪

A downloadable set of our HTFT student notes

▪

A downloadable ‘Work Schedule’ setting out how to work through the Boxset

▪

A series of bite-sized videos covering all of the topics on the specific syllabus

▪

Downloadable annotated notes for each set of topic videos

Each Boxset contains numerous videos per topic area. For example, in our CIMA F2 Boxset, ‘Topic 7 Revenue from contracts with customers’ comprises 13 videos, covering the syllabus content and including
exam-style questions.
What are Proficiency 1 and Proficiency 2?
We are excited by our Proficiency 1 and Proficiency 2 exam-style practice assessments.
Proficiency 1 and Proficiency 2 are both purposed built exam-style practice assessment to help you test
your exam readiness.
They are both timed exam-style (60 objective test questions in 90 minutes) practice assessments with
instant grading, in-built model answers and rationale, along with question by question debrief of the
solutions.
The question by question debriefs will really help individuals drill down and analyse their results – showing
them which areas of the syllabus they need to work on.
How do I buy the HTFT play products?
We have built a e-shop where you can search through all of our HTFT play products.
Here is a link to the HTFT play e-shop: https://htft.rogoserver.com/shop

What is the difference between Proficiency 1 and Proficiency 2?
Apart from the name and the questions they contain, nothing.
They are two different variants, in the same way CIMA have different exam variants. They are both examstyle practice assessments containing 60 questions.
What is the difference between the Diagnostic Mock and Proficiency 1 and 2?
Our Diagnostic Mocks and Proficiency 1 and 2 all contain 60 exam-style questions with instant marking,
answers, rationale and question by question debriefs.
The main difference is that the Diagnostic Mock is split proportionally into the relevant CIMA syllabus
Sections – allowing you to analyse and diagnose your Section by Section performance.
How long do I get access to the content for?
You get access to the Boxset for 6 months
You get access to Proficiency 1 and Proficiency 2 for 2 months
You get access to our Case Study Exam Kits and Section Test Packs for 1 month
You get access to our Case Study Mock exams for 1 month
What is the difference between HTFT play and your previous Instant package?
For CIMA Objective Test exams, HTFT play replaces our Instant package.
There are a couple of differences:
▪

The HTFT play resources are all on one platform – so only one log in required

▪

We have split the resources into Boxsets (topic recordings with HTFT notes) and Proficiency 1 and
Proficiency 2 (exam-style practice assessments [mocks]) – giving you more flexibility about what
you buy and when

▪

Combined, the Boxset and Proficiency 1 and Proficiency 2 offer better value than our previous
Instant package (a saving of £64)

▪

HTFT play removes the need for enrolment forms, and you get instant access to the content

▪

You can split how you purchase it. We recommend the Boxset first and then, when you are ready,
the 2 Proficiency exam-style practice assessments

▪

It gives you greater flexibility

What is the difference between HTFT play and the HTFT on-demand package?
We have de-bundled elements of our on-demand package to create HTFT play.
The syllabus topic recordings have used to create our Boxsets and our Proficiency 1 and Proficiency 2
(exam-style practice assessments) have been made available individually.
The main differences between HTFT play and our on-demand package are:
▪

The HTFT play resources are all on one platform – so only one log in required

▪

HTFT play removes the need for enrolment forms, and you get instant access to the content

▪

▪

The recordings of our Masterclasses are part of the on-demand package, along with:
o

our Checkpoint Tests and Midpoint exam-style practice assessments

o

the CIMA approved Study Text, Exam Kit and Pocket Notes

Cost – our HTFT play products are priced differently to on-demand, and give you greater flexibility
in what you purchase

Do I get access to a tutor for technical queries?
You are provided with an email address for issues with the platform. However, you are not provided with
tutor details for technical queries.
We feel that the way the products have been developed, removes the needs for technical queries. We will,
however, be constantly reviewing this.
When are the HTFT CIMA Exam Kits and Section Test Packs available for sale?
Our Exam Kits and Section Test Packs are made available on our e-shop 2 weeks before the CIMA case
study exam window.

What is the difference between your Case Study Exam Kit and your Case Study Section Test Pack?
Your real CIMA Case Study exam is split into Sections: 4 Sections for OCS and MCS, and 3 Sections for SCS.
In each Section you will be presented with a ‘Trigger’ and a couple of ‘Sub-tasks’ (typically 2 or 3 per
Section).
▪

Our Case Study Exam Kit is, on average, over 50 ‘Sub-tasks’ with suggested solutions.

▪

Our Case Study Section Test Pack is 6 full exam-style ‘Sections’.

▪

Our Case Study Exam Kit allows us to cover more syllabus content, and our Section Test Pack allows
us to create Sections, each with a couple of ‘Sub-tasks’ – mirroring the exam style.

Do I get marking with your Case Study Mocks?
You get access to the HTFT suggested solutions so you can mark your own Mock, before you attempt it
again.

